
Australian Aviation Market Grows Together with Asia-Pacific Region

The change is a great achievement for Australia as it is moving side by side with the

international standards. The question which arises next is what the current situation is

and what perspectives does this country have in regards to the aviation industry?

Read more

EASA Questions Two-People-In-
The-Cockpit Policy

EASA has launched an online survey to

assess the effectiveness of maintaining

two people in the cockpit during flight, as

FAA Registered Nearly 300,000
Unmanned Aircraft Owners

Nearly 300,000 owners have registered

their small unmanned aircraft in the first

30 days after the Federal Aviation
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recommended in the wake of the

Germanwings tragedy.

Read more

Administration’s online registration

system went live.

Read more

Emirates Brand Value Grows 17% To Reach US$7.7 Billion

Emirates has come out on top again as the world’s most valuable airline brand, according

to the 2016 Brand Finance Global 500 report.  The airline’s brand value grew 17% over

last year to reach US$ 7.7 billion.

Read more

Serbia and Kosovo Accelerate
Flight Plans

Serbia and Kosovo have agreed to

accelerate plans to establish flights

between Belgrade and Pristina.  At last

week’s high-level EU-moderated

reconciliation talks in Brussels... 

Read more

British Airways To Exit London
City If Charges Raised

British Airways has warned it would

consider leaving London City

airport  should any new owner raise

service charges to cover the GBP2 billion

(USD2.915 billion) asking price.

Read more
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Pilot Error Blamed For Crash Of AirAsia Flight 222

Taiwan’s Aviation Safety Council (ASC) has released its report into the findings

surrounding the crash of AirAsia’s flight 222, an ATR 72-500, on 23rd July 2014. The report

has made it clear that the reasons for the crash include pilot error, fatigue and failure to

follow safety guidelines.

Read more

Donald Trump’s Plane Makes
Emergency Landing

Private 757 reports engine trouble before

landing safely in Nashville en route to

Little Rock, Arkansas. 

Read more

Explosion on Board an A321 After
Taking Off

A Daallo Airline Airbus A321 flight D3159

made an emergency landing at

Mogadishu after an explosion.

Read more
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Russia To Test Next-Generation
Su-35S Fighters in Syria

Russia’s brand new Su-35S multirole

fighters will go through the baptism by

fire in Syria, according to a military

source. Russia is preparing to test... 

Read more

Rescue Of ‘Blinded’ RAF Pilot Who
Was Guided Down

Fighter jet pilot who suddenly lost his

sight while on a training flight was guided

down to safety by a colleague who raced

to his aid, it has emerged.

Read more

MoD Announces £1.1 Billion Programme to Train Future Military Pilots

More than a billion pounds is to be invested by the Ministry of Defence to continue the

modernisation of military flying training in the UK.

Read more
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Garmin On-Site Training Helps
Pilots Learn Avionics

Modern avionics are at once both

complex and capable, and a significant

amount of the training time to qualify on

a new airplane involves learning...

Read more

CAE Announces Aviation Training
Contracts

Agreements, valued at more than C$350

million, cover a broad range of CAE’s

training equipment and programs,  from

commercial cadet to captain training...

Read more

Airbus Helicopters H225 Receives
Russian Certification

Airbus Helicopters is proud to announce

the certification of the H225 by Russian

Certification Authorities as it is the first

time in history that a foreign heavy class

helicopter has been certified in Russia.

Read more

Maverick Helicopters Wins FAA
Diamond Award

Maverick Helicopters, an award-winning

division of Maverick Aviation Group,

recently received the Federal Aviation

Administration’s (FAA) 2015 Award of

Excellence “Diamond Award.”

Read more
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Embraer Selected to Train Armed Forces Aircrew in the United Kingdom

The Embraer Phenom 100 business jet was selected to provide multi-engine pilot training

to armed forces aircrew in the United Kingdom. The contract with Affinity Flight Training

Services will provide five aircraft to the U.K Ministry of Defence’s Military Flying Training

System, program. 

Read more

Gulfstream G500 Completes
Flutter Testing

Gulfstream Aerospace Corp. announced

the Gulfstream G500 has completed

flutter testing, achieving another

milestone.

Read more

Embraer Delivers The First Legacy
500 to Jackie Chan

Embraer announced that Jackie Chan, a

movie star, has become the first

customer in China to take delivery of a

Legacy 500.

Read more
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